
 
 

 
IndieFest International moves to ilCaffé in Downtown Los Angeles 

Bringing the film festival experience to unique community and outdoor venues 
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Film Festival Flix and ilCaffé have joined forces to launch IndieFest International in Downtown Los Angeles.         
IndieFest International is a multi-day, celebration of American Independent and International films taking place in Los 
Angeles California. Started in 2012, IndieFest International has showcased films from around the world introducing first 
time and established filmmakers to US audiences.  
 
“As exhibition technology has made it possible to screen movies beyond theaters, we love the intimacy created by 
bringing these film gems and the festival experience to local audiences in unique and exciting community and outdoor 
venues.  The internationally known, ilCaffé located in the heart of Downtown Los Angeles could not be a more perfect 
partner and location for our Festival!” shares Film Festival Flix CEO, Benjamin Oberman. 
 
Festival attendees will have the opportunity to discover quality films, to mix and mingle with fellow cinephiles and 
filmmakers, to have their photo on the red carpet, to expand their horizons at engaging industry panel discussions, and 
to relax while listening to the unique sounds of local musical artists.  
 
For more information about IndieFest International visit: https://filmfestivalflix.com/festival/ifi-ilcaffe/ 
2020 IndieFest International: May 14th – 17th in Los Angeles, CA, USA 
ilCaffé: 855 S Broadway, Los Angeles, CA 90003 
 
 
ABOUT ilCaffé 
From Stockholm, Sweden to Downtown Los Angeles, ilCaffé is an internationally known coffee shop offering espresso 
drinks and sandwiches in the sleek and historic Eastern Building.  
 
ABOUT FILM FESTIVAL FLIX 
FILM FESTIVAL FLIX is a digital content platform that was founded with the mission to connect quality niche market and 
special interest films with interested audiences. The platform provides its proprietary technology, distribution, and 
marketing services to film festivals, media brands, and niche market distributors helping them to overcome traditional 
marketing obstacles. The company further produces live Film, Music, and Lifestyle Festivals. 


